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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES :
1,  SECTION-A is COMPULSORY constst lng of  TEN quest ions carry lng TWO marks

each.
2.  SECTION-B conta ins FIVE quest ions carry ing F lVE marks each and students

has to  at tempt  any FOUR quest ions.
3.  SECTION-C conta ins THREE quest lons carry ing TEN marks each and students

has to  at tempt  any TWO guest ions.

SECTION-A

t. Write briefly i

. a. Enumerate the applications of compressed air.

b. state the condition which lowers the volumetric efficiencv.

c. what is rotary compressor? How are rotary compressors classifled?

d. What do you understand by term ,,slip factor"?

e. Why centrifugal compressors are not suitable for aircraft applications?

f write two relative merits between gas turbines and I.c. engines

g. What do you mean by stalling in axiai flow compressor?

h. Define effectiveness of a regenerator.

i. Write classification ofjet propulsion devices.

j. List the fuels and oxidiser used for rocket ensines.
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SECTION-B

Draw P-V and T-S diagram for a single stage reciprocating air compressor without
clearance. Derive the expression for the work done when comprission is

a) isothermal

b) isentropic.

Explain with a neat sketch the working of a centrifugal compressor and obtain an
expression for the rvork done.

A single-stage double-acting air compressor is required to deliver l4 m3 of air per minute
measured at 1.013 bar and 15oC. The deliverypressurc is 7 bar and the speed 300 r.p.m.
Take the clearance volume as 5%o of the 

-swept 
volume with the .ornprrurion antlexpansion index of n = 1.3. Calculate :

a) Srvept volume of the cylinder

b) The delivery temperarure and

c) Indicated power.

Describe with neat sketoh the rvorking of a simple constant pressure open cycle gasturbine.

T:::t^:lf:y:l !. 
thrust power, propulsion energy, propulsion and thermal efficiencyor proputstve system.

SECTION-C

Define degree of reaction as applied to axial flow compressor and show that the bladesare symmetrical for 50o% rear,tion.

A gas turbine plant_'with a pressure ratio of l:5 takes in air at l5oc. The maximumtempeiature is 600'c and develops 22a0 KW. The turbine and compressor effifienciesare equal to 0.85. Taking co : I KJ/Kg K and cu = 0.714 KJ/Kg K; determine

a) Actual overall efficiency ofthe turbine and

b) Mass of air circulated by the turbine.

a) Explain working difference between propeller jet, turbo-jet and turbo-prop.

b) Explain advantages of dualturbine system.
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